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SECTION 3 
GLOSSARY & SYM BOlS 
3.01 - 3.99 
RESTRICTED GLOSSARY & SYMBOLS 
GLOSSARY 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS USEfUL IN INTERPRETATION 
(A variety of sources were used in compiling these definitions includ-
ing Webster's Dictionary and the Modern Military Dictionary by Garber 
and Bond). 
Air Base.~ A command which comprises the installations and facilities re-
quired by and provided for the operation, maintenance, repair, and 
supply of a specific air force. 
Air Depot.- An air field having maximum facilities for maintenance and re-
pair of aircraft, and serving as a supply establishment for the pur-
pose of receiving, storing, and distribution of air force supplies. 
Airdrome.- A landing field provided with facilities for the shelter, 
maintenance, and operation of aircraft, and the shelter and care of 
aviation personnel. 
Airfield.- See Airdrome. 
Airport.- An area, either land or water, which is adapted for the landing 
and taking off of aircraft, and which provides facilities for their 
shelter, supply, and repair. A place used regularly for receiving 
or discharging passengers or cargo by air. 
Ammunition.- Projectiles, bursting charges, fuses, cartridge cases, and 
means of ignition used in the discharge off all classes of firearms. 
Ammunition Dump.~ A location where ammunition is temporarily stored for 
use if the necessity arises. 
Apron.- An extensive hard-surfaced servicing area usually in front of a 
hangar. Also an inclined pavement of brush, concrete, etc., protect-
ing an exposed surface, as an embankment, river bank, etc. 
Bins.- Open-topped enclosures for storage of coal, ore and other bulk 
products. Raised bins with chutes for transferring material from 
bins to vessels or cars are often referred to as bunkers. 
Blast Shelter.- Any structure designed for protection against blast and 
fragments of bombs or shells. 
Bomb, Armor Piercing.- A bomb designed to pierce deck armor of naval 
vessels, heavy concrete structures, and similar highly resistant 
targets. 
Bomb, Demolition.- A bomb containing a large charge of explosive, designed 
for the destruction of material objects. 
Bomb, Depth.- A bomb designed to explode at any predetermined depth below 
the surface of the water, for the use against submarines and other 
submerged objects. 
Bomb, Fragmentation.- A bomb intended primarily for use against personnel 
and other light material targets by fragmentation of the bomb case. 
Bomb, Incendiary.- A bomb designed to produce fires, usually containing 
thermite. 
Bomb, Oil.- A large oil drum containing oil and high explosive which 
scatters burning oil in all directions when exploded. 
Caisson.- An ammunition chest or wagon. A chamber for construction work 
under water. A floating structure used as a floodgate for a dock 
or hasin. A watertight structure for raising sunken vessels. 
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GLOSSARY (cONT.) 
Camera Mount.- A device which supports a camera in the plane, and may permit 
it to be rotated about a vertical axis, or to be tilted in any direc~ 
tion for leveling. 
Collimating Marks.- Marks in the margin of an aerial photograph which denote 
the position of the optical center ot the photograph. Fiducial marks. 
Composite.- The assembled photograph made from simultaneous exposures of one 
or two multiple lens cameras. 
Cone.- The part of the camera assembly which includes the lens, between-the-
lens shutter, diaphragm, and body of the camera up to, but not includ-
ing, the magazine. 
Contact Print.~ Print made from negative in direct contact with sensitized 
paper. 
Control.- A system or network of points of fixed geodetic positions, with 
latitude, longitude, and elevation determined with surveying instru-
meifts. 
Crab.- Angle between the edge of a photograph and the line of flight. 
Crane.- A machine for lifting, lowering, and laterally transferring heavy 
weights. Any arm which swings about a vertical axis at one end, 
used for supporting a weight. 
Decoy.- Any installation used to mislead bombing crews or photo interpre-
ters. May function either day or night. 
Dense Negative.- One that has been over-exposed or over-developed. 
Developer.- The solution used to make visible the latent image in an 
exposed emulsion. 
Dispositives .• positive prints on glass; for use in projecting a view with 
a multiplex projector. 
Direction Finder.- Receives radio empluses which determine the direction 
and distance to the source from which such radio impulses are being 
sent. 
Dispersal Bays.- Clearings or roofless hangars used for individual parking 
and dispersing of planes. 
Di~placement.- The difference between plan position and recorded position 
of a point due to relief. Displacement is radial from the plumb 
point of a photograph, the amount varying with the distance from 
the plumb point and with the elevation. Displacement has sometimes 
been referred to as relief distortion. 
Distortion.- Any variation from true plan due to variation in scale in 
oblique photos. Sometimes called tilt displacement. Distortion 
may be caused by lens imperfections and will result in photos taken 
with a strip camera where speed of film is not properly coordinated 
with speed and height of aircraft. 
Dummy.- A decoy or device made to resemble an actual installation. 
Exposure.- The subjection of light sensitive emulsion to the action of 
light. In photography it is usually expressed in terms of lens 
aperture and sh~tter speed. 
Ferrotype print.- A highly glossed print made by pressing and drying the 
print with the emulsion surface against an enameled or chromium 
plated sheet of iron, or a sheet of polished stainless steel. 
Fiducial Marks.- Collimating marks. 
Field, or Coverage.- The ground area covered by a photograph. Coverage 
is also used to mean the extent to which a target is covered by 
photographs. 
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Fighter Strip.- A strip used for landing and taking off of fighter and other 
small aircraft. 
Filter.- A photographic filter is usually a colored medium placed in front 
of a camera lens to screen out or absorb undesirable light. The light 
absorbed depends on the color and color intensity of the filter. 
First Phase Report.- Interpretation made immediately, often within an hour 
of the receipt of the Photography. First phase report may be made 
from a study of wet negatives. 
Fixing Bath.- A chemical reagent used to stop development, remove any salt 
unacted upon by light, and harden gelatin of emulsion. 
Flak.- German antiaircraft defenses, from Fliegerabwehrkanone. 
Flare Path.-An illuminated area used in signalling and guiding of night 
landing aircraft. 
Flash Report.- A brief and timely report written in telegraphic style. 
known as a Signal report in United Kingdom. 
Flight Gap.- A cleared approach to a runway. 
Also 
Flight Line. - A course laid out on a map to be· followed by an airplane; also 
the actual course followed by the airplane in flight. 
Focal Length.- A property of lenses. The distance from a camera lens to the 
focal plane when incoming parallel light rays are in focus. 
Focus.- A condition which is reached when the camera lens is in such a posi-
tion that the image of a particular object is sharply defined at the 
plane of the negative. 
Gasometer.- A device for holding and measuring gas. A gas storage tank. 
Grain Elevator.- A closed silo for storage of grain. 
Graininess.- The effect produced when the silver grains of a developed nega-
tive or print become visible, usually through ~agnification or enlarg-
ment. The relative sizes of grains determine the degree of graininess. 
Halation.- A blurred effect, resembling a halo, usually occurring around 
bright objects; caused by reflection of rays of light from the back of 
negative material. 
Hard Stand.- A paved or graded area on an airdrome or in the dispersal area 
where aircraft are parked individually without protection against 
blast. 
Heavy A/A.- Three inch gun or larger, often dual purpose. 
from about 20 feet to 30 feet in diameter. 
Emplacement varies 
Infra-red Film.- Film carrying an emulsion especially sensitive to infra-red 
and blue light. Blue light is cut out by use of a deep red filter. 
Used to photograph through haze, because of the penetrating power of 
infra-red light, and in camouflage detection to distinguish between 
chlorophyl carrying vegatation and dead vegetation or artificial 
pigment. 
Interval.- The time interval between exposures. 
Int~rvalometer.- An instrument used to operate an aerial camera automatically 
ir. taking photographs at regular predetermined intervals. 
Ipvasion Barrier.- Any obstruction, natural or artificial, which would hinder 
or prevent invasion. 
Isocenter.- Center of distortion. The isocenter is the point of intersection 
with a photo of a line bisecting the angle between the optical axis and 
plumb line. It is approximately half way between the plumb point and 
principal point. 
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Knot.- A nautical mile (6080 feet) per hour. 
Landing T.- A BT" shaped structure serving as a wind indicator, or as a 
night landing aid when illuminated. 
Length/Beam Ratio. - A factor used in classi fying ships, 1. e. length divided 
by width or beam. 
Length/Span Ratio.- A factor used in classifying planes. Length of fuse-
lage divided by wing span. 
Light A/A.- Less than 3 inch gun. Gun emplacement varies from 10 to 20 feet. 
Usually rapid firing and operating independent. (Medium AA-20 mm. to 
3 inch). 
Magazine.- A container for protecting and holding a rol.l of film while 
camera is in operation. It is easily detached from the camera so that 
a new magazine or film roll may be introduced during flight. 
Marshalling Yard.- A concentration of railroad sidings where trains are made 
up. Classi fication Yard. 
Matte Print.- Print with a dull finish; more suitable for pencil or ink 
annotations than a glossy print. 
Mosaic.- An assembly of several aerial photographs into one picture. Con-
trolled Mosaic: A mosaic assembled so as to conform to predetermined 
survey data. Prints of the assembly have been pieced together by means 
of matching the photographic detail. 
Multiplex Projector.- An optical projection instrument which can be oriented 
to assume the same position with respect to the ground at the time of 
exposure. Multiplex projectors are stereoscopic plotting instruments. 
Munition Dump.- An area for storing all materials used in war. 
Navigational Aids.- Transmits radio beams of certain intensity and direction. 
These beams are used by aircraft or ships to "ride in" to an airfield 
harbor or objective. 
Negative.- A photographic image on film, plate, or paper in which the dark 
portions of the subject appear light and the light portions appear 
dark. 
Oblique Photograph.- An aerial photograph taken while the optical axis of the 
camera is tilted appreciably from vertical. Low Oblique: An oblique 
photograph in which the amount of tilt is not great enough to include 
the horizon in the picture. High Oblique: An oblique photograph in 
which the tilt is sufficiently great to include the horizon in the 
photograph. 
Orientation.- Direction or arrangement with respect to other detail. The 
direction which a photograph is turned with respect to observer, map, 
etc. A single photograph is best oriented for study when turned so 
that the shadows are directed toward the observer. This tends to 
give the most normal impression of relief. 
Osnaburg.- Strips of cloth, approximately 2 inches wide, used for garnish-
ing. 
Overlap.- The amount each photo of a strip overlaps the next succeeding 
photo in the line of flight. Overlap is expressed in percent, and 
should be at least 60 to 65% to assure adequate stereoscopic coverage. 
Overlay.- A-tracing of a photograph, mosaic, or map to present the inter-
preted features, pertinent detail, or for plotting. 
Panchromatic Film.- Film sensitive to all colors of the visible spectrum. 
3.04 
Panchromatic film renders colors in shades of gray according to 
their brightness. 
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Parallax.- The difference in position which objects appear to have when 
viewed from different eye positions. Angular parallax is the angle 
between any pair of lines going from an object to the eyes or to 
different camera positions. The difference in absolute parallax or 
in angular parallax resulting from depth or third dimension is regis-
tered on a stereo pair in a difference in displacement, in the line 
of flight, of the top of the object with respect to the botton. A 
measure of this difference in displacement when correlated with dis-
tance between camera stations, height of plane, and scale of photo-
graphy is a measure of the height of an object. 
Paved.- Surfaced with concrete, gravel, stone, asphalt, etc., for all 
weather use. 
Perimeter Track.- Track around the margin of an airfield for s~rvicing 
planes, also used for taxiing planes. 
Photo Intelligence.- All intelligence derived from the interpretation of 
photographs. 
Photo Index.- A photo reproduction of a layout of a series of photographs 
overlapping and numbered, which have been approximately oriented by 
matching detail along borders. This may be used as a rough mosaic 
but is intended as an index to photography. . 
Photomap.- A single photo, composite, or mosaic, showing coordinates and 
adequate marginal information, and which has been reproduced in 
quantity. 
Photostat.- A camera used to produce copies of documents, drawings or 
photographs. The term also applies to the copy made with this type 
of camera. 
Pilot's Trace.- Annotation made by pilot on flight line map showing photo 
runs made. 
Pin Points.- A single print or one or more stereo pairs of a specific 
object or target. Used mostly for study of small critical areas, 
such as airdromes, bottlenecks in transportation systems, etc. 
Plot Map.- A map of the area covered by a photo mission, showing coverage 
of individual prints by outline to scale. 
Plumb Point.- Vertical point. The point on an aerial photograph, or its 
extension, corresponding to the ground position vertically beneath 
the camera at time of exposure. The plumb point coincides with the 
principal point or center in a true vertical photograph. 
Positive.- A photographic print or transparency in which lights and shadows 
of the image appear normal. 
Predictor.- An instrument used to determine the probable future position 
of a plane or moving target for fire control. 
Pressure Plate.- A device in the film magazine of some aerial cameras which 
holds the film flat against a glass plate and in the focal plane dur-
. .ing exposure, and releases the film for movement between exposures. 
Pr1nc1pal Point.- The foot of the perpendicular from the inner node of the 
photographic lens to the focal plane of the camera, usually the 
physical center of the photograph. 
Pseudoscopic.- An effect in which relief appears reversed, opposite to the 
normal image formed in stereo vision. The reverse image is formed 
when the positions of the stereo pair are reversed and overlapping 
portions are outside or away from each other. 
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Radar.- A devic~ for locating and tracking planes and ships by means of re-
flected electric impulses. Two principal types, mattress and parabolic, 
may be recognized on large scale photographs. German types are Freya 
and Wurzburg. Also used in navigation. 
Rectification.- Correction of plan distortion and variation in photographic 
scale resulting from camera tilt. Does not correct for relief dis-
placement. 
Refraction.- The bending of light rays when passing from one medium to a 
medium of different density. 
Relief Displacement.- Displacement of higher points with respect to lower 
points on an aerial photograph due to perspective. The displacement 
is radial from a point on the photo corresponding to ground position 
vertically beneath the camera. In a vertical photograph displacement 
is radial from the center of the picture. 
Representa~ive Fraction.- A scale ratio indicating the number of units of 
distance on the ground corresponding to one unit on a photograph or 
map. Thus, an RF of 1/5,000 means that 1 inch on the photo or map 
represents 5,000 inches on the ground. 
Resolving Power.- The measure of the ability of an emulsion to record fine 
detail. Fine grain emulsions have a high resolving power. Also, the 
ability of a lens to separate fine detail. 
Restitution.- The process of determining the true positions of objects, the 
image of which appear distorted or displaced on aerial photographs. 
Restitution corrects for both distortion due to tilt and relief 
displacement. 
Revetment.- A facing or retaining wall. A term which has been applied both 
to aircraft blast shelters and to blast walls around gun emplacements. 
Run.- The line followed by a photographic plane in making a photo strip. 
Runway.- A prepared surface on an airfield for take off and landing; 
generally of fixed sand, compacted earth, concrete, tarmac, or port-
able metal. 
Scale.- Ratio of distance in the photograph to corresponding distance in 
the subject. 
Seaplane Anchorage.- More or less sheltered waters for the mooring of 
seaplanes. 
Seaplane Ramp.- Incline extending below water on which seaplanes are 
veyed to and from hangars. 
con-
Searchlight Belt.- Zone in a general target area in which searchlights are 
concentrated. 
Second Phase Report.- Comparative study of airfield, port, and railroad 
activity, often made at night from photography of previous day, and 
may be the basis for a daily activity report. Includes strike attack 
reports. May be used in briefing missions on following day. A more 
detailed interpretation than a first phase report. 
Semi-matte Print.- A print approximately intermediate in glossiness between 
a matte and glossy print. 
Shutter.- A mechanical device for controlling exposure time for a camera 
film. 
Sidelap.- Amount in percent that one photo strip overlaps another laterally 
in coverage. Flights are usually planned for about a 30% s.idelap. 
Slit Trenches.- Shallow and narrow trenches used for protection of personnel 
during attack. 
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Sortie.- A photographic mission; also, the set of photographs obtained on 
a mission. 
Span.- The maximum distance measured parallel to the lateral axis, as the 
wingspread of a plane. Also, the distance between supports of a 
bridge. 
Split-vertical Photographs.- Photographs taken simultaneously by two cameras 
mounted so as to obtain a small sidelap. The angle of tilt of each 
camera is about 1 0 less than half the angle of view of the lens, one 
to the port side and one to the starboard side. 
Stereo.- An abbreviation for stereoscopic. 
Stereogram. A stereo pair of diagrams or aerial photographs arranged or 
mounted for stereovision. 
Stereo Pair.·- Any two photographs or diagrams that show a common field of 
view, and that have been taken or represent a perspective at approx-
imately the same distance from the field, but from different positions. 
~tereoscope.- An optical instrument which permits the observer to view a 
stereo pair, one photograph or diagram with each eye sc that a fused 
mental image may be formed. The combined image formed is three-
dimensional. Stereoscopes may be of three types or combinations of 
types: 1 - Mirror type, in which light reflected from the two photo-
graphs is directed to the eyes by means of mirrors. This method per-
mits wide separation of the two photographs. 2 - Prism type, in which 
the direction of the reflected light is controlled by refraction. 
3 - Lens type, in which the reflected light is directed by lenses. 
Stereoscopic Model.- An optical three dimensional reconstitution, usually in 
miniture, of an object or view by means of superimposed projected 
images of a pair of photographs. Specifically, in aerial photography, 
Rn optical reconstruction of a portion of the earth's surface. 
Stereoscopy.- Stereoscopy is the science of viewing objects in three 
dimensions. It applies to the obtaining of the perception of depth 
by simultaneously viewing two photographs of an object made from 
different viewpoints. 
Stop (Diaphragm).- The size of the aperture, controlled by an iris type 
diaphragm in the lens barrel, which varies the amount of light 
passing through the lens of the camera. 
Strip.- Any number of photos taken along a photo flight line, usually at 
an approximately constant altitude. 
Target Hutt.- An earthen backstop on a target range used for testing the 
accuracy and alignment of aircraft armament. 
Taxi Way (Taxi Strip).- A prepared surface on which aircraft may taxi 
between runways and hangars or dispersal areas. 
Templet or Template.- A frame or an opening cut in a sheet of celluloid, 
plasticele, or cardboard to show the area covered on a map by an 
aerial photograph. A similar device to show the interval between 
flight lines on a map. A slotted sheet made of celluloid, card-
board, or metal strips to represent the radial lines on a photograph. 
Third Phase Report.- A detailed interpretation report, made at Intelligence 
Headquarters after through study of photographs. A third phase re-
port may require a week or more for completion. A strategic study. 
Tilt.- The angle between the optical axis of an aerial camera and vertical. 
Photographs taken with an appreciable amount of tilt are called 
obliques. 
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Tone.- Each distinguishable color or shade from black to white. 
Topography.- The configuration of the surface of the ground including its 
relief, the position of its streams, roads, etc. 
Transparency._ A positive on film or glas~. 
Tri-metrogon.~ A method of aerial photography whereby three photographs are 
taken simultaneously, one vertical and two high obliques in a direc-
tion at right angles to the line of flight. The obliques are taken 
at an angle of 600 from the vertical and sidelap the vertical photo-
graph. These give composites from horizon to horizon, overlapping in 
the line of flight. Cameras use wide angle lenses of about 6 inch 
foca I length. 
Underground Drainage.- A drainage system used on airfields, the pattern of 
which can usually be seen in an aerial photograph. 
Vacuum Back.- The back of a film magazine which is so constructed that a 
suction may be applied to keep the film flat and in the focal plane 
during exposure. 
Vectograph.- A print or slide in which the two images of the stereo pair 
are superimposed with slight offset, and each image transmits light 
polarized in a plane perpendicular to that of the other. The print 
or projection must be viewed with polarized glasses so that the plane 
of polarization in each corresponds to that of the image each eye is 
required to see. 
Vertical Photograph.- Any aerial photograph taken while the optical axis 
of the camera is vertical, or very nearly so. 
Viewfinder.- A sighting instrument with a grid of crosshairs on a ground-
glass screen, usually mounted behind the camera in a photographic 
plane. 
Visual Lorenz.- A lighting system in the vicinity of airfields, usually 
as an extension of runways to aid in night landing. 
WEFT. - An abbreviation used as the name of a system of aircraft identifica-
tion, composed of the first letters of wings, engines, fuselage, and 
tai 1. 
ABBREVIATIONS 
A. A. 
AIC 
A.F.V. 
A. T. 
AID 
C.D. 
C.P. 
Antiaircraft 
Aircraft 
(Br) Armoured Force Vehicles 
(Br) Antitank 
(Br) Aerodrome 
Coast Defense'Guns 
Command Pos t 
D.F. (Br) Radio Direction Finder 
E boat (Br) Motor Torpedo Boat 
E.D. 
FIB 
F/p 
H.B. 
3.08 
E~istence doubtful; used 
on charts 
(Br) Fly ing ~oat 
Floating Plant 
Heavy Bomber(more than 
two engines) 
H. E. 
H.T. 
M.B. 
M.G. 
M.T. 
P.O. 
High Explosive 
(Br) Berse Drawn Transport 
Medium Bomber{two engines) 
Machine Gun 
Motor Transport 
Position Doubtful; used 
on chart s 
R boats{Br) Minesweeper similar to an 
E boat;no torpedo tubes 
R.D.F. 
R. D. F. 
R.F. 
S. S. F. 
W.T. 
Radio Direction Finder 
(Br) Radar 
Representative fraction 
Single Seat Fighter(Army) 
(Br) Radio 
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JAPANESE· ENGLISH CHART TERMS 
Japanese 
Bana - - -
Byochi -
Chii sai 
Chu 
Daiba 
Daka, Dake 
Dan 
Dani -
Fukai 
Ga -
Engl ish 
- Poin t, cape 
- Anchorage 
Little, small 
- Middle 
Fo rt 
- Peak 
- - Shoal 
- - Valley 
Deep 
- Of (with names) 
Gake 
Gaku -
- - _0- Cl iff 
Gan 
Ga ta - - -
Gawa 
Guchi 
Gunto 
.Hakuch i 
Hama - - -
Hana -
Hanto 
Hara -
Hatoba - -
Higashi 
Hiku - -
Hira -
Ho - -
Ho - -
Ike 
Ishi -
Iwa 
Jima -
Jo 
Ju - - - -
Ka - -
Kai 
Kaikyo 
Kaiwan 
Kami -
Kan 
- Peak 
- Rock 
- Harbor 
River 
Mouth of a river 
- - Island group 
- - Roads tead 
Coast, beach 
- Point 
- - Peninsula 
- Plain, Meadow 
Landing place, wharf 
- East 
Low 
- A plain 
- - Bay 
- - Peak 
Pond, pool 
- - S tpne 
- Rock 
- Island 
- Upper 
- Middle 
Lower 
- Sea 
Strait 
- Gul f 
- - Upper 
- - - Cape, point 
Kawa - River 
Kita - - - North 
Ko - Port, harbor 
Kosui - - Lake 
Kuchi - - - - - Mouth of a river 
Machi - - Town 
Matsui - - - - - Cape, point 
Michi - - Road 
RESTRICTED 
Japanese 
Midzu umi -
Minato 
Minami 
Mine 
Misaki 
Mura 
Myaku 
Nada 
Naka 
Ne - - - -
Nishi 
No 
Nobori 
Numa 
a -
a -
aka' 
Okii 
Ri 
Saki 
San -
Sawa 
Se 
Sen -
Shi -
. -
Shima - -
Shimo -
Sho - -
Sho -
Sho to - - -
Sui do - - -
Tai -
Takai -
Take 
Taki 
Tan -
Tani 
English 
- - Lake 
Harbor 
South 
Peak, mountain 
Cape, point 
Village 
Chain, of hills or 
reefs 
Sea, an inlet 
Middle 
Rock 
West 
A plain 
Mountain 
Swamp 
Small 
Great, large 
Land, hi 11 
Great, large 
Town, village 
Cap'e, point 
Mountain 
Ravine 
- - A shoal 
River 
Prominen,t point, 
city, town 
- Island 
- - Lowe r 
- - Islet 
- Small, shoal, reef 
Island group, ar-
chipelago 
Channel 
Large, great 
High, tall 
Hi 11, peak 
Waterfall 
Point 
Valley 
To ~ -
Toge 
Tsu -
- Island 
Mountain, pass 
- - - Ha r bo r, po r t 
Ura - - -
Wan 
Yama 
Zaki 
Ze 
- Bay 
- - Bay 
- Mountain 
- Cape 
- - Shoal 
Zone - - - - - Shoal 
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Russian 
Banka 
Bolshoi 
Bukhta 
Derevnya 
Dolina 
Doroga 
Farvter 
Gavan 
Gora 
Gorod 
Guba 
Kamen -
Kholm -
Khrebet 
Kladbishche 
Koleno 
Kosa 
Krutoyar 
Liman 
Lotsman 
Luda 
Mali 
Mel 
Mi s 
More -
Nos 
Novi 
Obriv 
Ostrov 
Otmel 
Ozero 
Peresheek 
3.10 
Engl ish 
Shoal 
Grea t 
Bay, creek 
Village 
Va 11 ey 
Road 
Channel 
Harbor 
Hill, mountain 
Town, ci ty 
Bay, inlet 
Rock, stone 
Hill 
Mountain range 
Cemetery 
- Reach(of a channel) 
Spi t 
Steep banks 
Estuary 
Pi 10 t 
Rock or reef out of 
water 
Lit t Ie, sma 11 
Shoal 
Cape 
Sea 
Cape, headland 
New 
Bluff 
Island 
Flat exte~ding from 
sho re 
Lake 
Isthmus 
Russian 
Plavni 
Ploskogore 
Poluostrov 
Pribrejenie 
Pristan 
Prokhod 
Proliv 
Pyatno 
Ravnina 
Reid 
Reka 
Rif 
Shar 
Skala 
Stan or stanovi-
shche 
Strelka 
Techenie 
Tserkov 
Utes 
Ve rkhni 
V'khod 
Vnutrenni 
Vneshni 
Vodopol 
Vorota 
Yakornoe mesto 
Zaliv 
Zavod 
Zemlya 
RESTRICTED 
English 
A mud flat Over-
grown with weeds 
Table-land 
Peninsula 
Beach 
Landing stage, pier 
Gullet, passage 
Strait 
Shoal, patch 
A plain 
Roadstead 
River 
Reef 
Strait 
Rock, cliff 
Station, camp, 
settlement 
Sand-spit 
Cur ren t 
Church 
Cliff 
Upper 
Entrance 
Inner 
Outer 
Overflow of a river 
Gates, entrance, 
passage 
Anchorage 
Bay, gulf 
Bay, creek 
Land 
RESTRICTED 
1-
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RESTRICTED 
S IG N S & SYMBOLS FOR 
I UN IDENTI FlED (7) I 
WEAPONS 
ANT I AIRCRAFT 
HEAVY - 75 MM AND OVER 
• 
AUTOMATIC - 13.2 TO e ~O. MM 
MACH I NE GUN 6.5 - 7.7 MM 6 
TWIN MOUNT ~ 
TR I PLE MOUNT ~ 
DUAL PURPOSE De 
SELF PROP ELL EO (HEAVY) 1'1 
RA I LWAY (HEAVY) 
..... ,-
SH I P ~ 
TOWER ~ 
ANTI TANK 
HEAVY 
- OVER 75 MM .. 
MEDIUM - 00 - 75 MM ~ 
LI GHT - LESS THAN 50 MM Q 
SELF-PROPELLEO (HEAVY ) 1'1 
COAST DEFENSE 
SUPER-HEAVY - OVER 
• 2ijO MM HEAVY - OVER 175 MM 
• MEDIUM - 105 - 170 MN ~ 
LIGHT - LESS THAN 105MM ~ 
HOW I TZER - SUPER-HEAVY .. OVER 2~0 MM 
HOWITZER - HEAVY - OVER ,. 
175 MM 
HOWITZER - MEDIUM - A 120 - 175 MM 
HOW1TZER - LI GHT - LESS A THAN 120 NM 
FIELD ARTILLERY 
HEAVY - OVER 175 MM iI 
MEDIUM - 105 - 175 MM ~ 
LI GHT - LESS THAN 105 MM 0 
SElF-PROPELLED (HEAVY) Iill 
HOWITIZER - HEAVY -OVER .. 175 MM 
HOWITZER - MEDIUM - A 120 - 175 MM 
HOWITZER - LIGHT - LESS A THAN 120 MM 
RESTRICTED 
GLOSSARY & SYMBOLS 
STANDARD SYMBOLS 
USE IN PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION 
MACHINE GUN (GROU.O OEFEN S E) OBSERVATION POST C:,. 
OP 
HEAVY ----+ OBSERVATION POST, &. ARTILLERY OP 
LI GHT --+ OBSERVAHON TOWER A 
OP 
/' PILLBOX. - GUN AXIS SHOWS APPROX. OIRECTIC" OF FIRE. 
--
F I ELO OF FIRE 
"-
SHOW SIZE OF GU, IF KMOWtL 
MOR TAR (ANNOTATES I ZE) dJ SN I PE R POST .i. 
PERSOHHL SHElTERS ~~ MORTAR - BARRAGE ~ (')I,BOI" 1")6ELOh GROONO (ANNOTATE SIZE) 
RA I LWAY GUN 
-.-
STRONG POINT C.-"----..i 
--: • .':..i 
RA ILWAY GUN ON TURNTABLE ~(j) TRENCH, COMMUNICATION NVV\A 
ROCKET PROJECTOR, SINGLE lP TRENCH, W IF I R I N G BAYS ).JJJJ... (ANNOTATE SIZE) 
ROCKET PROJECTOR, MULTIPLE ~ TRENCH, FIRE lnn-n-(ANNOTATE SIZE) 
VEHICLE, AN I MAL DRAWN ID WEAPONS PIT, INFANTRY :><:: 
HH IClE, ARMORED 1+1 
VEHICLE, MOTOR III OBSTACLES 
BATTERY - NO. OF GUNS: 
'4 IF MATERIAL OF WHICH EMPLACEMENT NUMERAL ON RIGHT OF AP-PROPRIATE SYMBOL INDI- IS CONSTRUCTED CAN BE DETERMINED, CATES NUMBER OF PIECES ADD APPROPRIATE "MATERIAL INDEX" 
BENEATH SYMBOL. 
GUN SIZE: NUMERAL LEFT 
OF APPROPRIATE SYMBOL 75' ..... INDICATES $ I Z E I N ANTI-TANK BARRIER 
M I Lli METERS C 
WEAPONS OR EMPLACEMENT ® ANTI-TANK DITCH ............. DESTROYED 
° ANTI-TANK DITCH, :a::a:a::a WEAPON, DUMMY /;-- COVERED 
WEAPON, DOUBTFUL ? BARRAGE BALLOON P 
DEMOLITION CHAR GE +----@] 
OBS TACLES, F I XED /\.AI\..A H1PLACEMEtiTS C 
--
IF MATERIAL OF WHICH OBSTACLE IS OBSTACLES, MOVABL E )'()'()'()'( L CONSTRUCTED CAN BE DETERMINED, 
ADO APPROPRIATE "MATERiAl INDEX· .... 
BENEATH SYMBOL. STAKES - PLOT POSITION .... 
MATERIAL INDEX ROAD BLOCK DEMOLITION =B= 
C-CONCRETE, L-lOG, M-kASOHRY, ROAD BLOCK PARTIAL =x= W-WOOP. S-STEEL, E-EARTH 
BUNKER ~ ROAD BLOCK TOTAL I=x= I" 
CASEMATE OR BLOCKHOUSE 
• 
MINES t"'t.nnr"ln 
,.----. MIMED AREA, LAND 'hii~D"" EMPLACEMENT, UNOCCUP I EO M AREA tr.4 ~",,,,-, 
EMPLACEMENT, COVERED D MINEO AREA, WATER ~-Ml~~-1 \._-LA __ J 
EXAMPLE MINE FIELD GAP 'lJn "  
WIRE, BROAD AREA XX.XXX ij - GUN, 2ijO MM HE A VY 24". COAST DEFENSE BATTERY I. COVERED EMPLACEMENTS BASE OF SYMBOL INDICATES LOCA-
TION OF FIRST STRANO. DEPTH OF 
ZONE IN FEET IS INDICATED BY 
F I HE CONTROL CENTER A NUMERALS. 
FIRE CONTROL RADAR A WIRE, CONCERTINA SINGLE 
--
FIRE Ct;NTROl VISUAL 
-e- WIRE, CONCERT I HA DOUBLE ~ 
FOX HOLE - IN QU,"TITY. gUTLINE 
A \II I RE, SINGLE F£HCE ~ AREA FREEHAND & ANNOTATE 
3.11 
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STAN DARD SYM BOLS kONT.I 
SIGNS & SYMBOLS FOR USE IN PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION I WIRE, DOUBLE fENCE 1*i4 
~ III TARY AREAS 
BARRACKS AREA 
BIVOUAC AREA 
COMMAND POST 
COMMAND POST AREA 
MILITARY OCCUPATION 
HEW CONSTRUCTION 
I (BIVO'7;';'C Il AREA 
I"'LI~ 1'--ARE!.J 
r -, 
I U/C , 
L --l 
PARK. ARMORED: ("A'F'i"V1 ~
OUTLINE AREA, INDICATE TYPE WHERE 
POSSIBLE AND SHOW NUMERICAllY 
THE NUMBER OF PIECES ~ 
PARK, ENGINEER EQliIPMf:NT: (E~~IG~.) 
OUTLINE AREA AND INDICATE TYPE 
WHERE POSSIBLE. 
PARK, MOTOR: ('M'i"T'I 
L.:!...J 
~'O~WB\:R!~O ISNHDd;AN~M;:~ t:m 
THE NUMBER OF VEHICLES. 
PARK, ORDNANCE: c:::J 
OUTLINE AREA, IND CA E 'E WHERI 
POSSIBLE AND SHOW NUMERICALLY 
THE NUMBER OF VEH I ClES. 
STORES, AREA: o 
AREA OF STORES TO BE INCLOSED IN 
A SOLID RING. 
A~"UNITION 
BURIED 
COAL 
ENGINEER (OR CHEMICAL 
ANNOTATE 'G') 
lOOSE 
lUMBER 
Oil OR GAS 
WA TER 
TENT AREA 
TENT 
1 
T 
f'TW'\ 
~
TERRA I N FEATURES 
3.12 
'LAS WALL llH coN-
FOR~S TO SHAPE OF INSTAL-
lATION PROTECTED. 
RETAINING WALL 
BRIDGE: ~ 
NO CATE WIDTH IN FEET AND CO~ 
STRUCTION MATERiAl BY "MATERiAl 
1M 0 EX" • 
BRIDGE, OUT 
BRIDGE, PONTON 
BUilDING 
• ~ ---~ ---~----+-----j 
BUilDING, BURIED • 
I-------~----~---~-----+_==o_I 
BUilDING, DUG IN ( .... 1 
I!UllDIHG, REVElTED 
BUILDING, UNDER 
CONSTRUCT I ON 
CABLE 
CABLE, BURIED 
CANAL 
CEMETERY 
CLI FF 
CLIFF, ROCKY 
CHURCH 
CULVERT 
CU T 
DA~ 
DIRECTION OF FLOW 
DRAINAGE DITCH 
EXCAVATION 
F III 
FLOOD GATE 
FORD 
HOSPITAL 
lAKE 
LAKE, DRY 
lOCK 
lOCK, DOUBLE 
PATH OR TRAil 
PI PE LIME, BURIED 
PI PELI NE, OVERHEAD 
PI PELlME, SURFACE 
RA IlROAD, ~~UBlE TRACK 
RAilROAD, ELECTRIFIED 
RA ILROAD, MARROW GAUGE 
RAilROAD, SINGLE TRACK 
RIDGE LINE 
i 
DRAINAGE 
-+-
DITCH 
T RA I L 
ELECTRIFIED 
++++++ 
RIVER OR STREAM 
ROAD, PRIMARY 
SHOW HIlt.!BER OF LANES IN FIGURES. 
MINIMUM WIDTH OF I LANE IS 8 
FEET • 
ROAD, SECONDARY 
SHOW NUMBER OF lANES IN FIGURES. 
MINIMUM WiDTH OF I LANE IS B FEET. 
SAND DUNES 
SC HOOl 
SPRING 
STONE FENCE 
STREAM, BED 
STREA,"" I HTERM I TTEN T 
TANK, BURIED 
TANK FARM 
TANK, FUEL 
TANK, GASOMETER 
TANK, WATER 
TOWER, UNSPEC I F I ED OR 
OBSTRUCTION 
TOWER, WATER 
UN DERGROUND ENTRANCE 
VEGETATION 
AREA OF SPECIFIC VEGETA-
TIVE TYPE (ON PHOTOGRAPHS) 
HEDGE 
BRUSH 
CON I FEROUS FOREST 
DEC IDUOUS FOREST 
GRASSLAND 
MANGROVE 
ORCHARD OR PLANTATION 
PALMS 
, 
..... 
........... -
~ 
)f---
SHORT G R_~.~.~/ 
RAIN 
"', FOREST 
I~ 
.... V"I'U..,olI"'. 
• "'",,.t"'.,.U 
,,\U/ ... ,\l"""'h 
11..1111' .... '".,,1' 
0000 0000 
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STANDARD SYMBOLS (CONT.1 
S I G N S & SYMBOLS FOR USE IN PHOTOGRAPH IC INTERPRETATION 
RA I N FOREST OR JUNGLE O?fllO ~O OlD NAVAL AND HYDROGRAPHY TIDES AND CURRENTS 
{'J_'(_,(>.'. ~ RIC E FIELD ~~~~'<:"':.:- ANCHORAGES EBB :~~~ .. ~,,:.~ 
~--
~~~ 
,1 ~ STUMP lAND •• .J.. .... .J...J- S HIP F lOOO 
-
SUGAR CANE ------- L --- SH I P, EMERGENCY GnERAl 
-
-------
SWAMP FOREST ~="....Q SHIP, wi COMPLETE (J) VESSELS ~~~ FACILITIES 
-- ~ I~]~ SWAMP OR MARSH ~~~ BEACHES MERCHANT c:=> I----TREE 0 SEE JMST SECT I ON OF JA N #3 lOCATION AND EXTENT IN P. I • HANDBOOk 
TIDAL F lArS GRADIENT % NAVAL <::::> 
I---- -- -- RED RED 2 
OVERFLOWED lAND ----- CENTER ppD SEE STANDARD DESIGNATIONS IN ._- -_. P. I • HANDBOOk 
-----
-----
RED RED2 
AREAS CONTAINING THE ABO YE OR lEFT FLANK - FRO~ SEA F ~ WAVE AND SU R F COND ITIONS OTHER VEGETATION TYPES SHOULD BE 
OUTLINED AND ANNOTATED WITH TYPE RED RED 2 ~ INDICATED. RIGHT FLANk - FROM SEA P pO BR Elk E R S '\ .. I\::':':'~ 
SLOPE ~II""II/II\\\ BUOYS AND liGHTS SURF liNE s~" ~/",~ 
i~ 0 FAllS OR RAPIDS FALLS BUOY, BELL, ETC. ADDITIONAl SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIA--BELL TIONS FOR HYDROGRAPHIC DESIGNA-
WELL ~ TIONS SHOULD CONFORM TO THOSE WELL 0 BU OY , LIGHTED PUBLISHED IN H .0. NO. B. A, 
WELL DERRICk A BUOY, UNSPEC I F I ED ~ 
WINDMill <S liGHTSHIP ~ AIRFIELDS AND SEAPLANE BASES 
LIGHT, UNSPEC I F I ED ~~ 
'I' AIRCRAFT I 
ELECTRON I CS CRANE Erv AIRCRAFT DAMAGED I 
~ 0 DIRECTION FINDER DANGERS AIRCRAFT, DU~MY 'T' 
POWER STATION ~ DAM GER, AREA ! ......... A I RCRAFT REVETMENT n ..... .. ' 
POWER TRANSMISSION l I ME 1-J(---1\ 
* 
A I RCRAFT, REVETMENT r 
, 
(OBSTRUCTION) ROCK, AWASH UNDER CONSTRUCTION I I 1 I 
POWER TRANSMISSION liN E 
.. -------.. ROC K , SUN k + A IRCRUT SHELTER [XJ (NOT OBSTRUCTION) 
RADAR + WRECK, AWASH -kz- AIRFIElD,COMPlETE FACILITIES 0 
RA 0 I 0 NAVIGATIONAL A I 0 1- ",,'R £C K, SUN k -+t+- AIRFIELD, 0 REFUELING FACILITIES 
RAD I 0 STATION T DREDGE CJ++++ LANDING GROUND,HO FACILITIES + 
RAD I 0 TRANSM I TTER + DRY-DOCK c::::J( SEAPLANE BASE, @) COMPLETE FACiliTIES 
SEARCHl I GHT ~ DRY-DOCK • FLOATING c=::=J SEAPLANE BASE, ~ REFUELING FACILITIES 
SEARCHL I GHT - I<C' MARINE RAilWAY -...JI) SEAPLANE ANCHOR.4GE, t; RADAR CONTROllED !:!±!:!{~ NO FACiliTIES 
SOUND lOCATOR L- HT, SUBMARINE ........ - SEAPLANE RAMP ~ 
TOWER, CONTROL I~ NET, TORPEDO ~-
TOWER, l I GH T ~ REEFS, BARS AND SHOAlS 1---- ,~ lOWE R, RAD I 0 , EDGE OF CORAl REEF 
lOWER, SIGNAL ~ ED GE OF ROCK REEF ~ 
TELEPHONE OR TELEGRAPH ........... 
l I ME 'T" 'r SAN 0 BA R 
.. SAND J 
........... 
TRANSFORMER STATION it CORAL HE A D - ARE A I§ HEADS 
WEATHER STATION + CORAL HEAD - ISOLATED @ 
RESTRICTED 3.13 
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STANDARD SYMBOLS (CONT.) 
SIGNS & SYMBOLS FOR USE IN PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION 
3.14 
SPEC I AL snlBOLS 
DEPTH & PEACH STUDIES 
BEACH MATER IAL 
MUD OR SILT 
SANO 
PEBBLE 
COBBLE 
SHINGLE 
BOULDER 
BED ROCK 
KELP OR SEAWEED 
BOTTOM MATERiAl 
I~o SHAP~ . I • 
'. 
USE SAME OESIGNATIONS AS FOR 
BEACH MATERIAL. 
SAND BAR ABOVE DATUM 
SANO BAR BELOW DATUM 
SEA WALL 
OBSTACLES, UNDERWATER 
OBSTACLE, LARGE, FIXED 
TETRAHEDRON, RAMP OR 
HEDGE HOG, FIXED 
TETRAHEDRON, RAMP OR 
HEOGE HOG, MOVEABLE 
• 
STAKES, PILES OR RAILS ••••••• 
IN MULTIPLE ROWS, 
SHOW BY LINE 
WHEN USED WITH WIRE OR MIMES, USE 
PROPER SYMBOLS. USE MATERiAl IHDEX 
WHERE KNOWN. 
AS 
OR a~-
L 
WAVE & SURF SYf'POLS 
FOR USE IN DEPTH DETERMINATION 
FORMULAE. 
WAVE LENGTH L 
~----------------------+--~--
D I STANCE OUTERMOST 
BREAKERS FROM DATUM 
LINE 
WAVE PERIOD 
WAVE VELOCITY 
WAVE HEIGHT - TROUGH 
TO CREST 
ANGLE WAVE CREST WITH 
BOTTOM CONTOURS 
ANGLE OF BREAKERS 
WITH BEACH 
Lb 
p 
c 
H 
D 
VElOCITY OF ALONG-SHORE 
CURRENT I N KNOTS 
susseR I PT "0" REFERS 
TO VALVES IN DEEP 
WATER - EXAMPLE. 
LOW WATER DATUM 
HIGH WATER DATUM 
SOUNDINGS IN FATHOMS 
SOUNDINGS IN FEET 
LOW lOW WATER 
----------...--
6 
CONTOURS, HYDROGRAPH I C ••• (D ... 
CRITICAL LIME SPECIAL PURPOSES ----
SPECIAL SYMBOLS 
GEN ERAL COLOR INDEX 
~--------------------,---~ 
SlA C K 
PLANT GROWTH GREEN 
TOPOGRAPHY BROWN 
HYDROGRAPHY B L U E 
ENEMY DEFENSES 
DA~AGE ASSESSf'ENT 
BOMB PLOT 
SINGLE BOMB CERTAIN 
• WITH CRATER r---~- --
SINGLE BOMB CERTAIN, 
• NO CRATER r-.--
SINGLE BOMB PROBABLE, 0 HO CRATER 
ONE OR MORE BOMBS CERTAIH 
• IN VICINITY OF ARROWHEAD ONE OR MORE BOMBS PROBABLE 6 I N VICINITY OF ARROWHEAD 
A REA OF BURSTS ~ 
FIR E LOCAT I ON 
* 
DAMAGE ASSESSMEHT: FOR OVERLAYS 
PRIOR DAMAGE FROM 
EARll ER RAIOS 
DAMAGE NOT REP At REO 
I Djij.tAGE REPAI RED 
c:::::::::J 
!~ 
iEPA I R STUD I ES: FOR O~V::.ER::.L::.A::,Y~S:...,. __ -I 
NEW BUILDINGS 
CONSTRUCTION COMPLETED SUPERFICIAL REPAIRS 
STRUCTURAL REPAIRS 
CONSTRUCTION 
IN PROGRfSS 
I 
I REPAIR OF DNotAGED AREAS ,~ 
IHEWBUILDINGS I~ 
! D"AGE CLEARED (POSSI Bl[ I =< i PREPARATION FOR REP"I RS}..I1±t:t±:t:tti::I LEAST ACn VITY 
I SITE CLEARED OR NO ACTIONi _ 
COlOH INDEX 
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT: FOR PHOTOGRAPHS 
MOTE: SYMBOLS ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE USED 
OM OVERLAYS WITH DJ HERENTI All ON BY 
COLOR. 
H.E. ALONE 
H.E. PLUS FIRE 
FIRE ALONE 
DOUBTFUL 
GREEN 
PURPLE 
RED 
YELLOW 
REPA I R STUD I ES: FOR PHOTOGRAPHS 
N°lJ~PLSlrE~~LliwRMTHLi!cij ~~~ ~ELpEA~~~T~ 
PROGRESS, SOLI D FOR REPAIRS COMPLETED. 
TO STRUCTURAl DAMAGE 
TO SUPERFICiAl DAMAGE 
TO RDOF D I STURBAMCE 
FIRST AID REPAIRS 
NEW BUILDINGS 
CONDITIOM OF AREA OR SITE 
(CLEARANCE OR NO ACTION) 
CLOUD OBSCURED 
SMOKE OBSCURED 
LINE OF FLIGHT 
NADIR POINT 
PURPLE 
GREEN 
YELLOW 
BLUE 
RED 
B LA CK 
---
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